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TOTAL ROUTHIAN SURFACE CALCULATIONSFOR NEUTRON-RICH 149Ce�R. Kazarowskia, W. Pªóiennika, A. Syntfeldb, H. MahW. Kurewizb, B. Fogelberg, and P. HoffdaThe Andrzej Soªtan Institute for Nulear Studies05-400 �wierk, PolandbInstitute of Experimental Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, PolandDepartment of Radiation Sienes, Uppsala University61 182 Nyköping, SwedendDepartment of Chemistry, University of OsloP.O. Box 1033, Blindern, N-0315 Oslo, Norway(Reeived February 1, 2001)A Total Routhian Surfae (TRS) alulations were performed for the149Ce nuleus. The equilibrium deformation parameters and total angularmomentum values have been alulated as a funtion of rotational fre-queny for both signatures of the lowest positive- and negative-parity ro-tational bands. Theoretial preditions are ompared with the results ofexperimental studies of this nuleus.PACS numbers: 21.60.Ev, 27.60.+j, 21.10.ReThe neutron-rih 149Ce nuleus with N = 91 neutrons lies in a transi-tional region between nearly spherial lighter erium isotopes and deformed150Ce with R = E4+/E2+ � 3:15 ratio [1℄ lose to the rotational modelvalue of 3.33. In N = 91 nulei Nilsson levels related to 2f7=2, 1h9=2 and1i13=2 orbitals are loated lose to eah other and to the Fermi surfae atquadrupole deformation parameter of about �2 � 0:2. Consequently, therotational bands based on the above orbitals are expeted to our at lowexitation energies. Nilsson model alulations indiate that the 2f7=2 and1h9=2 orbitals are strongly mixed in this deformation region. As a resultof the mixing, the alulated deoupling parameters for 1/2�[541℄ state,� Presented at the High Spin Physis 2001 NATO Advaned Researh Workshop, ded-iated to the memory of Zdzisªaw Szyma«ski, Warsaw, Poland, February 6�10, 2001.(2485)



2486 R. Kazarowski et al.a541 = 0:65, and for 1/2�[530℄ state, a530 = 0:15, are very di�erent fromvalues of about 4.6 and �3:4, respetively, expeted for the pure states.With suh low values of deoupling parameters the Coriolis mixing alu-lations performed with the use of the CORIOLIS ode [2℄ show that allnegative-parity rotational bands lose to the Fermi level are normal stronglyoupled bands with �I = 1 sequene and exhibit only small staggering ofrotational levels. On the other side, for the positive-parity rotational bandslose to the Fermi levels for N = 91, the Coriolis mixing alulations preditexistene of the deoupled rotational bands with �I = 2 sequene of spins.To hek these simple model preditions, an extensive Total RouthianSurfae (TRS) alulations were performed for the 149Ce nuleus with theaim to ompare theoretial preditions with the results of experimental stud-ies of the high spin states in this nuleus [3, 4℄ and the reent studies of the149La �-deay arried out at the R2-0 reator in Studsvik using the OSIRISon-line �ssion produt mass separator [5℄. In the latter study tentative as-signment of spin and parity for several low-spin levels has been proposedand some ambiguities in the interpretation of the level sheme of 149Ce wereresolved allowing for a omparison with theoretial preditions.A reently developed pairing-deformation Self-Consistent total Routhiansurfae (SC_TRS) model [6,7℄ has been used. Within this model, the totalRouthian of the nuleus (energy in the rotating frame) is alulated as asum of marosopi part and a mirosopi orretion aounting for shelle�ets and pair orrelation. The liquid drop model of Ref. [8℄ and the shellorretion method of Strutinsky [9℄ were employed. The total Routhian anbe written as E!(Z;N; �̂) = E!=0(Z;N; �̂) + ÆE!(Z;N; �̂) ; (1)where E!=0(Z;N; �̂) represents the liquid drop energy, the single partileshell orretions, and pairing energy at frequeny zero, the seond termÆE!(Z;N; �̂) desribes the hange in energy due to rotation and �̂, usedin both terms, denotes deformation parameters �2, �4 and . The totalRouthian is alulated on a grid in deformation spae, inluding quadrupoledeformation (�2), triaxiality () and hexadeapole (�4) degrees of freedom,and then minimized with respet to the shape parameters to obtain equilib-rium parameters. The deformed Woods�Saxon potential with an improveduniversal parameters set was used as a single-partile potential. In additionto the standard self-onsisteny requirement for the shape degrees of free-dom, in this model the pairing orrelations are also treated self-onsistently.For more detailed desription of the used TRS model see Ref. [10℄.The alulated equilibrium deformation parameters of the positive-parityrotational band at ~! � 0:075 MeV lie around the values of �2 = 0:228, = �0:2Æ and �4 = 0:085 while for the negative-parity rotational band these



Total Routhian Surfae Calulations for Neutron-Rih 149Ce 2487parameters are lose to the values of �2 = 0:224,  = 0.1Æ and �4 = 0:080.Both total Routhian surfaes minima are well de�ned and show no indi-ation of -softness. They remain pretty stable with inreasing rotationalfrequeny up to ~! � 0:5 MeV. The main omponents of the wave fun-tions of the lowest positive and negative parity bands are, respetively, the3/2+[651℄ and 3/2�[521℄ on�gurations, in agreement with the Coriolis mix-ing alulations [5℄. Relatively large alulated values of the hexadeapoledeformation parameter, espeially for the positive-parity band, and, simul-taneously, low values of the  non-axial deformation are worth to note.In order to hek the possibility that the obtained large values of thehexadeapole deformation parameter are generated due to negleting higherorder multipole expansion terms, e.g. �6, in our TRS model alulations, anadditional alulations were performed minimizing potential energy of thelowest positive and negative states as a funtion of �2, �3, �4, �5 and �6deformation parameters at ~! = 0 MeV. The resulting �2 and �4 parame-ters did not hange signi�antly in the presene of higher multipole terms.Other alulated deformation parameters were very lose or equal to zero,showing in partiular that at low values of rotational frequeny the otupoledegree of freedom plays negligible role for the lowest states in the 149Cenuleus. Only the 5/2+[642℄ on�guration, whih beomes dominant in thepositive parity rotational band wave funtion at higher rotational frequenies(~! > 0:3 MeV), shows signi�ant otupole deformation of �3 � 0:10 with�5 � 0:03.The alulated values of the angular momentum hIxi as a funtion ofrotational frequeny ~! are shown in Fig. 1 for both positive- and negative-parity rotational bands. Similarly to simple Coriolis mixing alulations asizeable signature splitting is predited only for the positive parity band.The �rst bakbending for the negative parity band is predited at muhlower frequeny of about 0.20 MeV than for the positive parity band (about0.35 MeV).The experimental data (full irles and squares) for the rotational bandbuilt on the 3/2+, 133.5 keV level with a new spin and parity assignmentsproposed in Ref. [5℄ math very well theoretial preditions only if the highspin struture represents the positive parity band. Consequently, it exludesthe possibility that the rotational band observed in experiment has a neg-ative parity. Also the bakbending frequeny observed in the experiment(0.30 MeV), agrees only with predition for the positive-parity band, al-though is about 0.05 MeV lower than the alulated value. Moreover, theonly experimental point (full triangle) for the ground state rotational bandalso agrees very well with theoretial preditions for the negative parityband. The obtained good agreement supports the interpretation of the levelsheme of 149Ce nuleus presented in Ref. [5℄.
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